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A B S T R A C T . The photodissociation rate of H2 molecules by UV photons 
from PN central stars is generally several orders of magnitude larger than the 
rate produced by the average interstellar field (Sternberg 1988, Escalante et al. 
1991). Thus, in neutral envelopes of PN's, H2 molecules are destroyed quickly, and 
a photodissociation region forms around ionization bounded nebulae. Observations 
of H2 in PN's reveal that not all the hydrogen is photodissociated, and it has been 
suggested that this is due to the existence of dense disks around the ionized region 
(Zuckerman and Gatley 1988). 

In order to test different geometries and to examine the possibility that the 
atomic hydrogen observed in association with some PN's has been produced by 
radiation from the central star, we have used a photodissociation model in a gas 
with uniform temperature, and with formation rates of hydrogen molecules on grain 
surfaces typical of the interstellar medium. The model predicts the HI column 
density and mass, the 21 cm flux density and the brightness temperature profile. 
We have considered spherical envelopes with variable density (n oc r~ 2 ) and disk 
structures like the ones observed in bipolar PN's with variable and constant density. 
We used expansion velocities measured by Taylor et al. (1990). 

The results show that radiation of the central star can photodissociate the entire 
envelope in the cases with a spherical envelope and low column density (N(E) ^ 
5 χ 1020 c m - 2 ) , and produce a region of extended low intensity, optically-thin 21 cm 
emission around the ionized zone. In the case of a molecular disk the central star 
may not photodissociate all the gas. The observed intensity of the 21 cm emission 
in NGC 6302, which is believed to have such a disk (Gomez et al. 1989), suggests 
that if the photodissociated region is formed in a disk-like envelope, the width of 
the disk must be considerably larger (>> 0.01 pc) than the typical dimensions of the 
ionized region. The mass of atomic H in spherical envelopes with variable density 
can be ~ O.IMQ, but it depends strongly on model parameters. For NGC 6302 we 
predict a mass of atomic H of 0.05Mq in good agreement with the value obtained 
b y G ô m e z et al. ( 1 9 8 9 ) . 
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